SOPHOMORES WIN FIELD DAY BY SCORE OF 7-6

UPPER LEFT: A Bit of Action in the Field Day Football Game Last Friday. The Sophomores Won the Game by the Decisive Score of 19-0. The freshman Carrying the Ball Very Nearly Broke Through the Sophomore Line for a Touchdown at this Point.


UPPER RIGHT: During the Progress of the Glove Fight. More Sophomores Entered the Glove Fight this Year than Ever Before, and they Went About it so Systematically that the freshman Won by Only Two Gloves.


LOWER CENTER: The Finish of the Relay Race. With the Winning freshman Leading his Opponent by Five Yards. Although a Long Lead was Gained by the freshman in the First Part of the Race, the Space nearly Closed Before the End of the Race.


LOWER LEFT: The freshman Tug-of-War Team. Some of the Yearlings Nearly Leaned on the Ropes and Forgot to Follow the Captain.